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Digital and technological advancements are proliferating through criminal justice systems and law
enforcement agencies, dramatically influencing prisoners’ access to procedural justice (see Almog and
Aharonson 2004; Fowler 2013; Lederer 2017; Stone 2015). Carolyn McKay (2018: 5) contended that
many jurisdictions, including the United Kingdom, the United States, New Zealand, Canada and European
countries, are increasingly integrating videoconferencing technologies and audio-visual links (AVLs) into
prison and courtroom infrastructures. In her comprehensive analysis, McKay articulated that prisoners’
perspectives have often been neglected in previous literature and that understanding their subjective
experiences with criminal proceedings via AVLs is crucial for reform and change in the current policy
framework (see Young 2011).
In The Pixelated Prisoner: Prison Video Links, Court ‘Appearance’ and the Justice Matrix (The Pixelated
Prisoner), McKay (2018: 3) asserted that technological AVL and videoconferencing platforms for court
appearances are integral to ‘collaborative justice partnerships’; thus, advocating a multi-agency response
and face-to-interface criminal procedures (see Richardson 2010). Drawing primarily on her doctoral
findings, McKay effectively utilised her interview data with prisoners to reveal the ‘micro-level’ effects
(2018: 31) of AVLs as well as prisoners’ own ‘experiential accounts’ (2018: 9) of visual and audio culture
in official courtrooms (see Feigenson and Spiesel 2009; Schofield 2009).
The Pixelated Prisoner is a timely and prescient text as it has shone a light directly on modern
videoconferencing technologies within the criminal justice system, which are redefining legal practices
and procedures on an international scale (see Licoppe and Dumoulin 2010). The book comprised seven
chapters and commenced with an in-depth explanation of the ‘justice matrix’, foregrounding the carceral
context of AVLs, which are gradually being implemented within the criminal justice system (McKay 2018:
19). In Chapter 2, McKay (2018: 27) introduced a Foucauldian framework that was used to analyse the
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significant shift in emerging prison technology, provide insights into power, punishment and surveillance
through an ‘appreciative’ approach, and evaluate the ‘human experience’ of prisoners by seeking to
understand their perspectives (see Halsey and Deegan 2015; Kristensen and Ravn 2015). In this chapter,
McKay’s (2018: 9) contention was clear and succinct: that prisoners’ experiences provide valuable
insights into the ‘ramifications of technologies’ in criminal justice.
In Chapter 3, the author discussed the multi-method approach to her empirical fieldwork. Through
individual, semi-structured interviews, McKay (2018: 41) gave prisoners across New South Wales a
platform to narrate their own accounts and subjective opinions of AVLs. The proceeding three chapters
presented the central argument of the book: that custodial appearance has created a ‘heightened zone of
demarcation’ (McKay 2018: 60) between prisoners and other courtroom participants, including judges,
lawyers and prosecutors. In the context of altering traditional criminal justice processes through AVLs,
this demarcation was examined in Chapter 4 through one-on-one interviews with prisoners who have
had first-hand experiences of virtual and remote court appearances. Hence, in analysing prisoners’
custodial appearances, the author was successful in comparing their experiences of attending court
spaces in-person versus via AVLs (McKay 2018: 65).
Chapter 5 discussed the corporeal effects of AVLs and the perceived lack of ‘realness’ of the AVL
appearances when prisoners appear virtually on a screen rather than in a physical court setting (McKay
2018: 89). In this section, the author critically analysed the potential disadvantages of integrating AVLs
within the criminal justice system. For example, McKay argued that prisoners are often unaware that they
have a right to speak in court when appearing on a screen and are, consequently, left voiceless (McKay
2018: 102). Chapter 6 drew on visual criminology, which seeks to examine how ‘visual culture’ (McKay
2018: 125) affects the individual and society (see Biber 2005; Hayward 2009; Young 2010) and how
virtual images are constructed and produced in line with the criminal justice system (see Rafter 2014).
The author also critiqued the prejudicial effects of AVLs on prisoners. Often, they are ‘doubly trapped’,
meaning that they are not only framed within the video screen but also judged within the context of their
confinement (McKay 2018: 135). This idea was central to the aims and scope of McKay’s research as these
visual representations reinforce the underlying comment that inspired her book—that is, each prisoner
is a ‘bunch of pixels on a screen’ (McKay 2018: 142). Finally, Chapter 7 concluded with an examination of
human rights violations within prisons, with a direct focus on how cumulative demarcations challenge
procedural justice and compromise prisoners’ legal experiences (McKay 2018: 153).
The Pixelated Prisoner has made a highly valuable contribution to the literature on AVL technologies in
prisons (see Richardson 2010) and has added to the limited body of existing international research into
prisoner’s experiential accounts of emerging technologies within the criminal justice system (McKay
2018: 9). McKay’s (2018: 11) text has highlighted that AVLs are integral to an increasingly networked
justice matrix as they have the capacity to eliminate prisoner transport costs, speed up legal proceedings,
reduce court backlogs and improve overall productivity. Furthermore, the book will be of interest to
criminal justice practitioners, stakeholders, academics and students and appeal to a wider readership,
promoting critical areas for future research and considerations of AVLs within the criminal justice
system.
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